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F.01 Fabric Wall SystemF.01 FABRIC WALL System

With a design based on our long established Peerless-Assigns slotted upright merchandising system, FABRIC WALL is dsigned to offer aesthetic 
versatility in store, allowing the user to change the look and feel of their retail space quickly, cheaply and easily, using printed fabric graphics which 
are suspended within the frames.  Available as a standard kit at 600mm and 1200mm slot centres the FABRIC WALL system thrives in a range of 
environments from department stores to boutique high street shops.  Eliminating the need for traditional MDF back panels, this system is surface 
mounted (providing use of suitable wall fixings) and is easily installed. 

The FABRIC WALL system is supplied in 4 seperate kits, an all-in-one frame, a Starter, 
Extension and Finishing kit. These are available in standard 600 and 1200mm bay 
widths and a fixed 2235 nominal height, which can be used to
create an endless combination of wall displays.
Please see diagram below.

SU.20F
SINGLE SLOTTED UPRIGHT 
AND FABRIC CHANNEL

SU.32F
TWIN SLOTTED UPRIGHT 
AND FABRIC CHANNEL
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All 4 kit variations are supplied with 4 no. CL.01 fixing ‘L’ brackets.
For ease of construction, all profiles are mitred at 45 degrees both ends. 

Simply slide the two profiles flush then fix in place with 4 screws supplied. 

STARTER FRAME
ST.60/120

600/1200mm slot centres
supplied with 4 no. CL.01ALL-IN-ONE FRAME

FR.60/120
600/1200mm slot centres
supplied with 4 no. CL.01

EXTENSION FRAME
EX.60/120

600/1200mm slot centres
supplied with 4 no. CL.01

FINISH FRAME
FI.60/120

600/1200mm slot centres
supplied with 4 no. CL.01
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F.02 Fabric Wall System
Unlike conventional vertical merchandising systems, the FABRIC WALL system is not constrained to the properties of traditional wooden 
back-panels.  Printed fabric panels offer retailers the freedom of choice, but perhaps more importantly the ability to tailor displays, be that to 
changes in season or desired shop aesthetic. The days of generic store rollout are gone, the FABRIC WALL system offers retailers the freedom of 
expression; shop displays can now be modified to suit audiences they serve.

SO, WHAT’S IN MY KIT?
All kits are comprised of a mitred aluminium frame (see data sheet F.01), 4 fixing 
brackets and a printed fabric panel to suit 600 or 1200mm widths. If you choose to 

illuminate the bay, an additional LED lighting panel can be added to the kit.

FAB.60/120
PRINTED FABRIC WITH RUBBER EDGING

Choose from our library of high-res 
images of provide your own based on 

our artwork template

IP.60/120
ILLUMINATED PANEL

A dibond or aluminium panel fitted with 
wide angle LED’s will provide the perfect 

illuminiation for hero bays

ALUMINIUM FRAME
Whether you order single or multiple kits, 
the frame pieces are supplied in kit form 

ready to assemble and then fixed to a wall. 
(Refer to datasheet F.01 for product codes)

CL.01
FIXING ‘L’ BRACKET

Supplied with screws required to fix 
the bracket in place, simply slide extrusions 

together flsh and turn hex key till tight.

ST.60
Starter bay with a 
600 wide graphic

EX.120
Extension bay with a 
1200 wide graphic

EX.60i
Extension bay with a 
600 wide graphic and 

LED light panel

EX.120
Extension bay with a 
1200 wide graphic

FI.60
Finisher bay with a 
600 wide graphic

FR.60
All-in-one frame with 

600 wide graphic

FABRIC WALL SYSTEMF.02
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F.03 Fabric Wall System

PRONGS
RPA.15 Shown in diagram

MANY OTHER PRONG TYPES AVAILABLE

RAILS / ARMS
RURR.60 & RISA.40 shown 

Choose from our light, standard or 
rectangular range of rails and 

fittings, see data sheets C.01 - C.04

MERCHANDISING SYSTEM
Okay, so you have your complete printed FABRIC WALL, now time for the fittings.

Our standard selection aims to accomodate most reail merchandising requirements, but if you 
are looking for something bespoke, don’t worry, we provide a custom-made production service 

for all of your bespoke system needs.

All of the Peerless-Assigns slotted upright profiles feature the same Peerless-Assigns slot pitch to ensure consistency throughout. All Peerless-Assigns 
components designed for use in a vertical system, from rails to brackets, are suitable for use on the FABRIC WALL system. This system offers retailers 
the flexibility of changing back panels and the modularity of a slotted upright system.

BRACKETS & FITTINGS
RMB.30, US.07 & FS.M6 Shown

Available to view in see data sheets B.01 - B.04 
brochure, we have a great range of linear, curved 

and rectangular bracket profiles.

If you have utilised our FABRIC WALL system around
the perimiter of your store, why not capitalise on

valuable merchandising space with our mid-floor display units?
Refer to our data sheets, E.01 - E.08 ‘Floor & Wall units’

EX.120

EX.120

ST.60

FI.60

RMB.15

RPA.15

RURR.60

RURR.60

RISA.40

RUDR.120

RUDR.120

RFA.30

RURR.60
RISA.40

RMB.30

RMB.30

RURR.120

FABRIC WALL SYSTEMF.03
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